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ROD & PAT NIXON’S LATEST PURCHASE- PRINCE 2000GTB powered by a six cylinder engine, fed by triple Weber carbies. 

Read more on the Prince National Rally inside,  
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EDITOR/PUBLIC OFFICER:   MIKE OSBORNE  08 88 373158 ozbornes@internode.on.net 
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MINUTES SECRETARY    ----------------------------- 
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PATRONS:     DON & SHIRLEY ROSE  08 88 252 841  

LIFE MEMBERS:    RON BRIGGS+, LOIS BRIGGS, KEN HEINRICH, HOWARD HEARD + 

      DON ROSE,  SHIRLEY ROSE 

GENERAL MEETINGS ARE HELD THE FIRST THURSDAY OF EACH MONTH, EXCEPT JANUARY. 8PM  AT THE CHATT 

CENTRE, ROBERT ST. MAITLAND. VISITORS & GUESTS WELCOME 

 WELCOME TO NEW MAPS MEMBERS 

Over recent months we have been pleased to welcome several 

new members to MAPS . Bruce and Lynette Meehan have 

purchased the rare Subaru 700 from Vern Johnson . So the car 

stays in the Club and in Stansbury. 

Just to the north of Stansbury, Port Vincent’s pharmacists,  
Ghafar & Roya Ghafari Tahmasebi have the 1972 Austin 

Kimberley  previously owned by Elvie Francis. ( Top right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elsewhere in this edition you can see the Ford Mustang 

belonging to David Symonds which was on view at Minlaton.  

Any news members whose car has not been featured in the 

newsletter, please let me know as it is good to show the 

increasing variety of cars in the club. My apologies for those I 

am sure to have missed out! 

Mike O 

 

mailto:jbean17@bigpond.com
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PRESIDENTS PRATTLE 

Welcome to another bit of news from me “The Good Looking One”. 
It has been chilly over the last few days and the rains were 
welcomed by some and not by others , depending on what was 
happening at the time. As the saying goes one man’s medicine is 

another’s poison. 

The news is that you have an opportunity at  the AGM, following our  
next meeting  and all positions will be declared vacant and new 
faces and ideas are welcomed. Thanks to our members who have 
given new leads and ideas, that are helping  the committee in its 

forward planning for next club years events. 

Our membership and Log Book signing up is nearly completed and 
we thank you all for helping make this task easier by attending 
outings and meetings. This will allow your club officials to complete 
our returns in regards to memberships and Historic Registrations. 
We have had excellent days sharing food and friendships at 
Petersville Hall and Joan Correll’s, which also included her birthday 
and a surprise cake by Shirley Rose. Thanks to you all, Joan was a 
couple of pounds heavier with all the food and well wishes she 

received. 

To our friends and fellow members that are struggling with ill health 
( especially Jayne, and Barry Tapscott), we as friends and fellow 

club members send our prayers and thoughts.    

 Till we meet again- Good Health, SAFE Motoring and Good Cheer.  

Yours in Service  and Motoring 

Trevor Clerke 
TGL1  (The Good Looking One) 

 

ED’s Note - Well done to Trevor Clerke  and John Mills for the work 
they put into getting the BBQ to the two recent events and for 
cooking the food, thus allowing others to chat and socialise. It 

makes you realise what a good club we have in MAPS.  

 

LATEST EVENT UPDATES  

MEMOREE HOUSE VISIT 

Graham Klingberg writes- 

The format for the day, is for us to all meet at the Federation 
Square, Graves St. Kadina ( Opposite the Police Station ) ready to 
depart at 11-30 am, to head around to the venue, ( 12 Lyon St. 
Kadina ) where we will have a light BYO lunch, prior to the guided 
tour, which will be followed by the Devonshire tea, supplied by Clair 
and Alan.  

Clair will have the urn on for tea and coffee with our lunch. 

Cost is $10-00 / person for the tours & the Devonshire tea. 

Memoree House is on the corner of Lyon & Gawler St's, Kadina.  

Gawler St. is 2 streets east of Graves St, where we are meeting that 
morning. Clair has asked for numbers a week or two prior, so that 
she can prepare the scones, as she does not like freezing them & 
prefers supplying them fresh. 

Perhaps we can ask for numbers at the AGM, and also at the 
Waurultee Hall day.  

 

 

 

From the Editor- 

GAWLER VVCVC’S CAMPOUT WEEKEND ON THE YP 

  Some 90 members of the Gawler Club booked in for the June long 
weekend at Moonta Bay, with the caravan park providing the vast 
majority of the accommodation. There was a wide range of vehicles 
brought over for the event which was organised by Lorraine and 
Barry Bywater. Barry , or rather his doctor, decided that Barry was in 
need of drastic cardiac surgery on the day before the campout, but 
his wife left him in the care of the hospital and ensured the show 

went on! That’s what you call commitment!   

  Mary and I took the A-van over with the Pajero and then came 
back to collect the Bristol. We had an ideal waterside site in what is 
a very nice caravan park. The Saturday activities included the 
Moonta Mines museum and train trip, lunch in Victoria Square and 
the  visit to the Farm Shed at Kadina. During this we caught up with 
Grant and Sandra Harvey, plus Graham Littler and Barbara. In lieu 
of the morning activity, I drove to Kadina and got a new electric 
aerial for the Bristol from Repco- just $65. However during the 
afternoon I began to wonder if the car’s alternator was charging, so 
a quick dash back to Ardrossan to swap cars for the TR4A! 

 Our Saturday evening meal was at the Prince Edward Hotel at 
Wallaroo- an excellent meal and service. 

   Sunday was the day in which Ardrossan was the focal point for 
the visitors, with the convoy of cars driving via Maitland to the 
Ardrossan Museum, followed by a splendid buffet lunch at the RSL, 
costing just $12 per head. Still full from lunch we headed back over 
to Moonta Bay for a look at Don Roses' collection of vehicles and to 
try and eat the large stockpile of scones and cakes created by 
Shirley and friends. It was good to have Barbara and Graham 
helping out and to show the MAPS flag again. By then, everyone 
was looking for a nap before the evening meal booked at a venue a 
few kilometres out of town. I have to say that compared to the great 
service and value provided by the Wallaroo hotel, the Sunday night 
was very disappointing both as regards value and service.  Just as 
well we had topped up at Shirley’s house! 

 On Monday, we headed out to see some various cars in sheds at 
Paskeville, meeting up with the Sewells, plus Ashley Farrow and 
Margaret. 

 A good weekend and pleasing that the YP offered hospitality and 
lots to look at.  

 CLUB PHOTOS   

From a large number of photographs of members current cars, we 
are now getting them labelled and mounted on the Chatt Centre 
display board. Rather than use picture frames, we are laminating 
each photograph, this making it lighter . Hopefully, by the AGM, we 
have a good selection on show. 

 

SUBS PAYMENTS 

These have gone relatively well to date, with just over a dozen 
people to pay subs and get log books processed where appropriate. 

 

NEW MEMBER ATTENDANCE REMINDER 

All new members please remember that it is a rule of the Club 
that you attend a number of events/meetings in order for your 
membership and hence  Conditional Historic Registration via 
MAPS to continue.  
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Prince GTB 50 year Celebration in Mildura May 
2nd to May 5th 2014 

Being members of the Prince Register of Victoria, Pat and 
I, along with Craig and Robyn, our son and daughter-in-
law, were invited to attend the celebrations of the 50 years 
of Prince cars in Australia.This celebration was held on 
May 2nd to May 5th in Mildura to coincide with the dates in 

which the cars were first brought into Australia in 1964. 

Pat and I left Maitland late on the Thursday prior & stayed 
overnight with Craig and Robyn at Leasingham, loaded his 
GTA on a car trailer and headed for Mildura on Friday 
morning, arriving at our accommodation at approx. 3pm. 
We were welcomed by a number of members who had 
already settled in! Approximately six cars at that time to 
drool over! One in particular "took my eye"- a very nice 
1967 GTB belonging to Laurie Harris- soon to change 

ownership! ! ! 

On Friday evening we all attended the Mildura Water Ski 
Club House on the banks of the mighty River Murray 
where we met and greeted all members etc. After being 
fed with delicious finger food  plus bar facilities, tickets 
were given to all members who had a vehicle. The draw 
was made for 15 prizes. Only 18 tickets were given out so 

we thought we were in with a chance ! Not to be. 

We were the only ones from SA amongst those from 
Victoria, ACT & two from New Zealand- the only ones not 
to win a prize — draw was "rigged". The last draw was for 
a special package which was won by our secretary, Jason 
Quigg!  ( Does that make it a Quigg Rig, Rod? Ed.)
Saturday morning we had all vehicles displayed in the 
Mildura Mall for the public to view. Unfortunately the 
weather was not very kind to us-so cold and wet, but we 
were still amazed at the number of people who 
commented on the vehicles! Following the display we 
drove out to the Ski Club and boarded a houseboat for a 
journey to Trentham Winery- lovely nibbles greeted us and 
while we were sampling the wines our hosts cooked a 
barbecue... very delicious. On arrival back at the Ski Club 
my hands were so clean... as I had helped by washing the 

dishes for 34 people!! 

Sunday morning we were booked into Stefano's restaurant 
for a very yummy breakfast We had a photo shoot at 
Stephano's and then drove out to a bridge adjacent to a 
Houseboat Marina where all the vehicles-13 of them, were 
photographed again! Following that we drove 45kms to 
the small town of Nangiloc where we had drinks and 
nibbles. Unfortunately one of the cars had a bit of brake 
trouble and had to return to the motel! It was then back 
into Mildura for another photo shoot in front of the original 

Chaffey Homestead. ( pictured right) 

That evening we enjoyed a lovely dinner in the old Astor 
Theatre which is now a restaurant and brewery... very Art 

Deco... beautiful old building. 

Monday morning it was load up the car and head home. 

All in all it was a great weekend & special thanks must go 
to all the guys and gals of the Prince Register for making 
us South Aussies so welcome. Even more, special thanks 
must go to John Baumgurtel and his wife Sharon who had 
organised the whole weekend, absolutely wonderful. We 

certainly learned a lot & it also cost me!  

Rod Nixon 
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A PRINCE AMONGST MEN…. 

WIKIPEDIA TELLS US… 

 

The Prince Motor Company was a Japanese automobile 
manufacturer from 1952 until its merger with Nissan in 1966. Prince 
began as the Tachikawa Aircraft Company, a producer of the 
famous Japanese Zero fighter planes used in WWII. After 
Tachikawa Aircraft Company was dissolved after the war, the 
company took the name Fuji Precision Industries and diversified into 
automobiles, producing an electric car, the Tama, in 1946. The 
company changed its name to Prince in 1952 to honor Prince 
Akihito's formal investiture as Crown Prince. In 1954 they changed 
their name back to Fuji Precision Industries, and in 1961 changed 

the name back again to Prince Motor Company. 

Prince had success building premium automobiles. Among its most 
famous car lines were the Skyline and Gloria, both of which were 
absorbed into the Nissan range after their 1966 merger; however, 
they also built the 15-passenger Homy which was eventually shared 
with the Nissan Caravan and the Nissan Laurel, a four-door sedan 
platform mate with the Skyline, on which Prince had begun 
development before the merger but was introduced after the merger 
in 1968. Prince had also begun development on a small car to 
compete with the Toyota Corolla and Nissan Sunny, but after the 
merger, the car was introduced as the Nissan Cherry using front 
wheel drive. The Prince organization remained in existence inside 

Nissan, though the marque disappeared. 

Prince created a racing GT Skyline in May 1964. It was based on 
the S54 and used the larger six-cylinder G-7 engine from the Gloria 
S41, though the car needed a 200 mm (8 in) extension to the 
wheelbase (all forward of the cowl/firewall) to provide space in the 
engine bay for the lankier in-line six. When it entered the second 
Japanese Grand prix they hoped to win the GT-II class. Competitive 
against the Porsche 904, the Skyline managed second through to 

sixth places. 

Largely due to the success of the race vehicle, the Prince Skyline 
2000GT (also called GT-A, GT-B, S54A and S54B) was released to 

the Japanese market. There were two versions produced: 

S54A – 1,988 cc G-7 single-carb I6, 105 PS (77 kW) 

S54B – 1,988 cc G-7 triple-carb I6, 125 PS (92 kW) at 5,600 rpm 

The B model featured three Weber 40DCOE-18 carburetors, a 
limited slip differential, five-speed close ratio manual transmission, 
and power brakes. Both the B and A used front disc brakes with 

dual pistons and alloy finned drums in the rear. 

 

Having read all that, I was pleased to be asked to view Rod Nixon’s 
latest purchase just after it had arrived. Size wise the Prince is a 
compact car with styling that resembles the mid 1960’s FIAT. Open 
the bonnet and there’s a distinct look of the Mercedes Benz engine 
with the single rounded alloy cam cover. However, the big feature is 
the trio of Weber carbies which feed the engine! Power output is 

stamped on a  panel. 

Inside the car, there’s a modern look to the trim, but when you open 
the boot, there’s a fuel tank with a large diameter fuel filler for 

competition use.  See lower right photo. 

Cars such as the Prince are perhaps overlooked, but it is good to 

see MAPS members embracing a wide range of makes. 

 

Rod also has a Peugeot 404, another interesting car and with a long 
history of rallying under the toughest conditions. Having worked for 
a Peugeot dealer for some years, it was good to see a 404 up close 
again. I could even remember some of the part numbers of the 
regular parts, even if I could not remember what I’d had for 

breakfast that morning. Still, that’s getting older for you,  

Mike Osborne 
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"Direct from our intrepid VW roving reporter 

BRONTE’S TAKE ON THE MINLATON DAY- 

 SUBS, REGO AND A BIRTHDAY- WINTERWONDERLAND 

 

 “The summer wind was blowin’ in from across the sea. 

It lingered there and touched my hair and walked with me.” 

 

 This was the music Michael Buble  inappropriately  sang to me 
through my headphones from an old  cassette tape player, as my 
son Steven and I drove to Minlaton in my  radio-less Beetle. Steven 
had headphones on too but he was listening to a trendy i-pod. It 
was anything but a summer wind on Sunday June the 15th. . The 
weather was wintry with cold and misty rain all the way to Joan 
Correll’s impeccable large stone villa homestead set amongst the 
sugar gums and olive groves of Joan’s expansive  ranch. The club 
celebrated her birthday and signed up a few more members for a 
subs and rego day. Master chef Trev. was cooking club supplied 
snags again on his purpose built BBQ trailer. Joan’s  property is so 
extensive even Joan did not know that in a corner  of her olive patch 
was a plumb tree laden  with yellow plumbs and a carpet of fruit 

which had fallen not far from the tree. ( What ‘s that old saying?) 

Members brought  some salads and sweets to make a delightful 
pooled lunch. Especially Bev Ingram’s delectable banana sponge 

roll. 

The magic figure of 21 old cars with a couple new ones sprinkled in 
made a good turn out as usual. This seems to be our average 

muster at events which is pretty good I reckon . 

A couple of new cars to make an appearance were Mr & Mrs. 
Symonds’  horny, brutish Mustang and M&M Osborne’s new 

Sunbeam Talbot. ( nice and sedate ). 

 For 40 years since I have been driving and before, there has been 
an amphometer device ( two rubber strips of tubes ) across the road 

at Urania,  What are they counting ? Does any-one know ? 

I might ask at the council office one day. I remember a big story 

about Urania in the 1970’s—A UFO was sighted there. ---scary! 

Bronte. 

( Ed’s query- If you eat plumbs, do they put lead in your pencil?) 

MOTORING JOKE TIME 

 

My  mate’s wife isn’t very bright. The other day she was at the 
shops, and just as she was heading for our car, someone stole it! 

 He said, “Did you see the guy who did it?” She said, “No, but I got 
the licence plate.” 

 

One time a cop pulled me over for running a stop sign. He said, 
“Didn’t you see the stop sign?” I said, “Yeah, but I don’t believe 
everything I read 

 

A blonde is driving down a one-way street when she gets pulled 
over by a traffic policeman. ‘Miss, do you have any idea where 
you’re going?’ he says. ‘No,’ replies the blonde. ‘But it must be 
pretty unpopular! Everyone else is leaving!’ 

 

A boy is walking along the road when a car pulls up alongside him. 

‘If you get in my car,’ says the driver. ‘I’ll give you a bag of sweets.’ 
The boy ignores him. ‘Okay,’ says the driver. ‘Get in my car and you 
can have two bags of sweets and $5.’ The boy ignores him. ‘The 
driver says, ‘Listen, if you’ll just get in the car I’ll give you all the 
sweets you want and $20.’ The boy turns to the driver and says, 
‘Dad, for the last time, I’m not getting into that Skoda.’ 

 

A car breaks down on the hard shoulder of a motorway. The driver 
opens his boot and lets out two dirty old men in raincoats. The men 
stand at either end of the car and start flapping their coats open and 
closed, exposing themselves to the passing traffic. A police car 
soon pulls up. ‘What are those two doing?’ says the policeman. 
‘Them?’ replies the driver. ‘They’re my emergency flashers.’ 

 

A rich lady is riding with her chauffeur when they get a flat tyre. He 
gets out and starts trying to prise off the hubcap. After a few 
minutes of struggling, the lady leans out of the window and says, 
‘Would you like a screwdriver?’ He replies, ‘We might as well. I can’t 
get this bloody wheel off.’ 

 

I was out driving the other day when I came up on a VW Beetle with 
a licence plate reading ‘BOBS MG’. I pulled up beside the car at the 
next light and said to the driver, ‘Hey, that’s not an MG.’ The driver 
looked at me and said, ‘And I’m not Bob.’ 

 

He got a BMW because he wanted a car he could spell. 

 

A woman dents her sports car and goes to a garage to get some 
help. The mechanic decides to have some fun with her and tells her 
to take the car home and blow up the exhaust – the air pressure will 
make the dent spring out. She takes the car home and spends a 
good hour blowing up the exhaust without any success. Eventually 
her husband comes in and asks what she’s doing. She tells him and 
he says, ‘You idiot. That’s never going to work. You’ve left the 
windows open.’ 

 

IF WE BECOME  A PENRITE SUPPORTED CAR CLUB, CAN 
THEY MATCH THIS OFFER FROM VALVOLINE? 
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 SOME MINLATON PHOTOS 

 

Joan Correll and  Shirley 

Rose. 

 

Rod Nixon gets to grips with 

the birthday girl! 

 

The Symonds’ Mustang -

Horsepower in the paddock. 

 

Bernard and Barbara Knope 
with the detailed Bentley, all 

spick and span to get a photo 
taken. Note that many other 

car photos were taken as 

well. 

 

This what you call making a 
grand entrance- the entry into 

our lunchtime venue.   
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CARAVAN CORNER- news from across the world. 

Following on from last month’s MAPS Review in which an early 
caravan was pictured, I was pleased to receive the following 

from a member of the local Morris Register 

 “ Noggin”. That’s a word for a group of blokes who drive their 
old cars to a pub or club, supposedly to talk cars with added 

attraction of a beer or two!  

Hi Mike, 

I was interested in the photos of the Vans. Thought you might 
be interested to see the one I built with my Dad when I was 
aged 16-18 before my National Service. I bought some plans 
from a firm called Planavan and a Boden Davies chassis. 
Then I purchased a load of London Bombed Wood which I 
had machined to the size I wanted , to build the frame which I 
did single handed in the garden shed. The frame had 150 
halflap joints in it and the outside was aluminium. When I was 
called up in June 1950 I had completed the frame and hung 
the ali on the outside of the frame. My Dad then completed the 
inside, insulation covered by hardboard and then the furniture 
etc., I had already purchased the beds before I was called up. 
It was put on a site at Hayling Island where it was used until 
1990 and it never leaked which is more than you can say for 
modern vans! 

Best regards, 

Doug Townsend 

PS The car is a Sunbeam Talbot ( Ed’s note- the car is 
actually a Talbot and would be very valuable now) 

 

In addition to this email, I was pleased to receive a couple of 
photographs from the UK, sent a by relative. 

As a young boy, I was captivated by the range of cars that my 
cousin used to run, along with his buying and selling of car 
manuals. His policy was to buy a car in “ Exchange & Mart”, 
then sell it later in “Motorsport”.  

I can recall him owning a  Morris 8 tourer, Wolseley Hornet, an 
Auburn and memorably, two Talbots- a  “75” special and a 
’105” Van den Plas tourer.  I have been in touch with the 
Talbot Club in the UK to see if either have survived, as they 
keep extensive records, Here’s hoping for good news.  

In later life, he owned a DB2/4 Aston, a Bristol and a wide 
range of American cars, plus built dragsters. However one 
was a small sports car  pictured below. Can you guess what it 
is? 

 A clue? The body was built mainly of plywood and a later 
model used a Volvo power unit  

Mike O 
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LIVING WITH  A SUNBEAM TALBOT- NOT SO SEDATE! 

 

It’s only a few weeks since ‘Sally’, the ST90 arrived in Ardrossan. As 
with all our cars, I give them a thorough wash off, both of the chassis 
and mechanicals, as it makes seeing the various leaks so much 

easier. 

 I was able to solve one knock in the steering system which could 
have been dangerous. A replacement rod from the steering box drop 
arm had been fitted and was locally made so as to incorporate a ball  
joint at either end. However the ball joint used had too much thread 
and as the wheel was turned the thread part of the ball joint just 

fouled the chassis as the steering moved from lock to lock. 

 

 I have also fitted new tyres to the original 16inch wheels, as 
opposed to the 15 inch wheels so often fitted, as the larger tyres are 
expensive to purchase. This will change the gearing  and reduce the 
revs on cruising. Rubbing down wheels is laborious task, so to took 
them down to James McWaters at Kooly Abrasive Blasting at Mount 
Rat and had then stripped and etch primed. Just a couple of days 

later, I was able to pick them. 

While we were “down south”, we called in at Peter and Pam Wilton’s 
upholstery business in Minlaton. I came away with all the materials 
to renovate the Bristol’s boot area. One item, a spray on adhesive is 
very good, but don’t try taking a phone call while using it, or you'll be 
stuck on the line! Incidentally, Peter Wilton did a great trim job on 

Joe and  Bev Ingram’s  Dodge Tourer. 

  As for  Sunbeam Talbots being called sedate, they did have a 
reasonable sporting record in the rally world once they got the 
engine size increased. That meant using the Humber Hawk unit with 

twice the power of the first post war models   

A Mk II was driven by Stirling Moss to take second place in the 1952 

Monte Carlo Rally. See pictures to the right. 

A Sunbeam Mk III was outright winner of the 1955 Monte Carlo 

Rally. 

The sporting version was called the Alpine ( Top right). In the 1953 
Alpine Rally, four Alpines won the Coupe des Alpes, one of which, 
finishing 6th, was driven by Stirling Moss; Sheila van Damm won the 

Coupe Des Dames in the same rally. 

Very few of these cars are ever seen on the big screen. However, a 
sapphire blue Alpine featured prominently in the 1955 Alfred 

Hitchcock film To Catch a Thief starring Cary Grant and Grace Kelly. 

 

Reverting to the saloon, it’s a rather cosy car, as it is relatively 
narrow and the back seat passengers sit on a seat with armrests all 
at a higher level than the front occupants. However, the dashboard 
and interior is modern for an early 1950’s British car; not a sign of 
timber to be seen, a 180 degree speed directly in front of the driver 
and a range rectangular gauges, plus ivory switches and steering 

week. See you on the road soon Mike O   
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July 3rd AGM, Thursday    8 PM at the Chatt Centre 

Aug 3rd 

NEW 

Memoree House Kadina Graham 

 Klingberg 

Meet at the Federation Square, Graves St. Kadi-
na ( Opposite the Police Station ) ready to depart 
at 11-30 am,  

July 20th Run to Waurultee Hall from Maitland.  Morning tea $5. Meet at Chatt Centre - 10 AM 

AUGUST 15TH LAST DAY TO PAY YOUR SUBS 

 

 SORRY-NO FURTHER REMINDERS 

August 17th Handover Lunch at Yorke Valley Hotel, 
Maitland 

  

Sept 7th St Kilda Visit Trevor Bean  

Oct 19th 

NEW 

Visit Clem Smith’s Museum at Mallala   

Nov 1st/2nd Campout at Tanunda Tourist Caravan 
Park 

Pls advise Trevor 
Clerke of your 
booking 

10 ensuite cabins and 14 PS reserved. 

Book Your Own More details on 
www.tanundacaravantouristpark.com.au 

Phone- 8563 2784 

Nov 30th MAPS Christmas Luncheon  YP Veteran Centre, Kadina. $18 per head 

Dec 4th  Brief Christmas wind up meeting fol-
lowed by BBQ supper 

  

MAPS EVENTS CALENDAR 2014 . 
GENERAL MEETINGS- 8pm FIRST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH EXCEPT JANUARY 

VENUE- CHATT CENTRE, MAITLAND. Light refreshments served 

INVITATION EVENTS 2014 

These are events which might appeal to members. If you see or hear of similar events, please let the editor know and they can 

be added to the list. The Federation’s web site is the place to look for many more. http://www.fhmcsa.org.au/ 

                2014 

 July 27th  PADARC’s Christmas in July day. Bookings to Mike Osborne by July meeting 

 Aug 9/10th  NARC 40th Event . Venues- Crystal Brook and Clare 

 Aug 30/31st  Bordertown Four Clubs Rally- Editor &  Secretary have full details 

 Sept  1st  Old Car Day at Bethany  

 Sept 13/14th  Port Augusta Vehicle Restorers Club 2014 Rally in the Flinders  

 Sept 22nd to Oct. 3rd Motorfest 2014 Program. Contact Mike Osborne for details   

 Sept 28th  Bay to Birdwood Run 

 Oct 10-12th  Burra to Morgan Run, organised by NARC . Secretary has entry forms  

     SWAP MEETS  -  go to http://www.bevenyoung.com.au/car.htm 
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Minutes of the General Meeting held on the 5th June 2014 at the Chatt Centre, Maitland at 8.00pm 

 

1. Meeting Opening and welcome:  The Chairman welcomed all present to the June meeting, declaring the HSW regulations before 

welcoming new members Richard and Jackie Hopkins and Bruce Meehan. Trevor also welcomed visitor Rex Kakoschke to the meeting. 

2. Present: see the attendance register. 

3. Apologies:  were received from R. Duns, M.Smith, K.Mason, as well as those in the attendance register. 

4. Confirmation of the May meeting minutes: The secretary moved that the minutes as  circulated be accepted, seconded by B.Knope 

and carried. 

5. Business arising:  a. The Chairman informed the meeting that the flags will be here on the 16th June.   

6. Treasurers report / acceptance: J.Correll presented her report then moved that it be accepted, seconded by R.Nixon and carried. 

7. Correspondence: a. The Chrysler Collector 

   b. Email from Trico Products 

   c. Shannon brochures 

   d. Smoke Signal 

   e. Tappet Chatter Chatter 

   f. Mount Matters 

   g. FHMC / Expression of Interest / Log Books 

   h. All Australian Journeys / International Holidays 

   The Secretary moved that all correspondence tabled be accepted,  seconded B.Giesecke and carried. 

 

8. Events:  June  15th Rego /Photo Day at Minlaton / BBQ lunch 

  July  3rd  AGM 

           20th Morning tea at Wauraltee Co L.Illman 

  Aug  17th  Handover Lunch at the Yorke Valley CO J.Ingram 

  Sept  7th  Lunch at St Kilda / Museum visit CO T.Bean 

  Oct  19th  Clem Smith Museum visit at Mallala CO G.Klingberg 

  Nov  1st/2nd Tanunda Campout CO G.Klingberg 

           30th  Christmas luncheon at the Kadina Veteran Centre  CO M.Osborne 

  Dec  4th  General meeting with supper wind-up for 2014 

  M.Osborne reviewed the invitation events which are available in the Review 

9. General Business: a.  The need for more guest speakers was discussed with the RAA suggested    as a 

possibility. Members were encouraged to suggest anyone who they      thought would be good to hear. 

    b. The Chairman indicated the prices for T Shirts that could be ordered with the club logo – Mens with pocket = 

$35.00        - Women = $30.00 – long sleeve being available 

 

10. Meeting closed:   The Chairman thanked all those present for their participation, especially those who organize events and then 

closed the meeting at 8.50pm. 

 SNIPPET FROM PAUL THOMAS 
Jim Kennedy and Paul Thomas  attended this event and it was magnificent! They report that it’s very well organised and a great venue. 
Would be a great club outing if it's done in the future. Certainly matched the Victorian Motorclassica! 
They gained information that Jeremy Cordoux (who has two Rolls Royce) displayed opens his garage for club visits. As MAPS has not 

done this before, could it be a trip we could organise? 
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FROM; MAITLAND AUTO PRESERVATION SOCIETY,  P.O. BOX 86, MAITLAND  S.A.5573. 

TO 

 

“. 

 
FOR SALE  - AVAN 1998 

Unusual small version of the popular AVAN- 

Only 1.7 metres wide, 2.70m body length and 

overall length 4.3 metres. Sleeps two in friendly 

comfort! 

 3 way fridge, two burner cooker, sink and pump. 

12v/240volt power. Water tanks. Full awning. 

Under 750kg, but has new electrics brakes. 

 Three nearly new tyres. Great van for old car 

events. Rego YBT177 

$5500 negotiable. Mike Osborne 

08 88373158 0427 373158 

ozbornes@internode.on.net 

A COUPLE OF FIRMS I CAN RECOMMEND FROM RECENT JOBS- 

James at Kooly Abrasive Blasting,  0428 732598, who did the preparation on both the MGB and Sunbeam wheels 

Don Eldred at SA Auto Instruments at Strathalbyn, 0427 363 095  who rebuilt the tacho the Bristol within a couple of days. 
Happy to recommend  bot these to fellow enthusiasts   


